Abstract. The emerging technique of rapid prototyping with three-dimensional (3-D) printers provides a simple yet revolutionary method for fabricating objects with arbitrary geometry. The use of 3-D printing for generating morphologically biomimetic tissue phantoms based on medical images represents a potentially major advance over existing phantom approaches. Toward the goal of image-defined phantoms, we converted a segmented fundus image of the human retina into a matrix format and edited it to achieve a geometry suitable for printing. Phantoms with vessel-simulating channels were then printed using a photoreactive resin providing biologically relevant turbidity, as determined by spectrophotometry. The morphology of printed vessels was validated by xray microcomputed tomography. Channels were filled with hemoglobin (Hb) solutions undergoing desaturation, and phantoms were imaged with a near-infrared hyperspectral reflectance imaging system. Additionally, a phantom was printed incorporating two disjoint vascular networks at different depths, each filled with Hb solutions at different saturation levels. Light propagation effects noted during these measurements-including the influence of vessel density and depth on Hb concentration and saturation estimates, and the effect of wavelength on vessel visualization depth-were evaluated. Overall, our findings indicated that 3-D-printed biomimetic phantoms hold significant potential as realistic and practical tools for elucidating light-tissue interactions and characterizing biophotonic system performance. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI.
Introduction
A wide variety of tissue-simulating phantoms have been developed and utilized to study emerging biophotonic diagnostic techniques. Phantoms are useful for generating information on light-tissue interactions and device working mechanisms, as well as for device performance intercomparison, quality control, calibration, and standardization during clinical use. The vast majority of biophotonic phantoms have involved homogeneous regions or layered structures, containing well-characterized chromophores and scatterers and basic geometric inclusions, such as spheres or cylinders. 1, 2 Phantoms are typically composed of liquid samples, hydrogels, or polymers such as polydimethylsiloxane and epoxy. These relatively simple and idealized approaches are effective for generating basic information on device operation and performance. However, the clinical relevance of these results may be questionable due to the lack of biologically relevant morphology. In recent studies, there have been increasing efforts to develop tissue phantoms with more complex morphology that can provide insights into clinical issues, such as the effect of device and tissue parameters on performance in measuring diagnostic parameters 3, 4 (e.g., spatial dimensions of tissue structures indicative of disease onset/progression). These approaches may also provide more useful methods for guiding device development and enabling objective device performance assessment and intercomparison. Therefore, biomimetic phantoms hold significant potential for a wide range of biophotonic diagnostic technologies.
One of these modalities-hyperspectral reflectance imaging (HRI)-has been a useful tool for near-surface imaging of key tissue chromophores, such as oxyhemoglobin (HbO 2 ) and deoxyhemoglobin (HHb), and determination of hemoglobin saturation levels (SO 2 ). HRI has been studied for monitoring blood perfusion in superficial tissues such as skin wounds, 5 diagnosis of ocular vascular disorders, 6, 7 tumor vasculature oximetry for cancer prognosis, 8, 9 artery-vein differentiation during surgery, 10 and subcutaneous vasculature visualization for vein inspection and blood withdrawal.
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HRI studies have used phantoms incorporating hemoglobin (Hb) in various ways to verify device performance. For example, a homogeneous liquid phantom incorporating porcine blood at a range of Hb saturation levels was implemented for quantitative evaluation of an HRI system. 12 Phantoms with submillimeter channel geometry and capability for varying saturation levels have been fabricated using components such as straight, thinwalled glass capillary tubes embedded in silicone, resin, or polyurethane. 1, 2 However, phantoms incorporating biomimetic vascular geometries may enable a more thorough understanding of the effect of tissue morphology on oximetry measurement accuracy, as well as other tissue and device parameters (e.g., wavelength) that influence device performance. Furthermore, such phantoms may enable more realistic assessment and comparison of HRI system performance.
In recent years, there have been increasing efforts to generate biophotonic phantom structures with tissue-mimicking microfluidic channels based on digitally processed clinical images of tissues, using techniques such as photolithography and silicone molding 13 or laser micromachining. 14 However, these techniques represent a high degree of complexity and relatively high fabrication costs. Additive manufacturing represents a promising approach that has been advancing rapidly, providing revolutionary strategies for arbitrary structure fabrication. Three-dimensional (3-D) printing, in particular, has undergone improvements resulting in reduced system cost, better resolution, and a wider selection of printing materials. As a result, 3-D printing has the potential to become a widespread, practical method for fabrication of complex biomimetic phantoms.
There is a growing body of research involving the processing of clinical tissue images into templates for 3-D-printing tissuemimicking structures for medicine and research. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Patientspecific phantoms have been generated based on magnetic resonance imaging and computed tomography (CT) images, 15, 17 and used to enhance visualization of vascular tissue pathologies such as intracranial artery stenosis as well as for clinical treatment planning of endovascular aneurysm repair surgery. Also, CT-based 3-D-printed biomimetic phantoms incorporating realistic vasculature have been utilized for applications such as ultrasound pulse wave imaging assessment and computational model validation. 18 Furthermore, fabrication of customized implantable devices based on 3-D medical images are becoming increasingly commonplace. 15, 16, 19, 20 Approaches developed in these studies can be adapted to advance phantom development in biophotonics.
While 3-D-printing has seen little application in biophotonics, one study describes the fabrication of samples with complex surface profiles for curvature calibration in spatial-frequencydomain imaging. 21 In our recent work, we investigated two popular 3-D printing techniques, fused deposition modeling and stereolithography (SLA), for fabricating turbid phantoms containing cylindrical channels. 22 Phantoms of various diameters (0.2 to 1.5 mm) and depths (0.4 to 2.0 mm) were printed and characterized in terms of morphology and optical properties. Viable phantoms were injected with nanoparticle contrast agents and imaged with HRI. Phantoms fabricated with the SLA printer indicated the most promise due to their high-resolution patent channels and biologically relevant optical properties.
The purpose of the current study was to advance methods for technological development and standardized performance assessment of biophotonic devices. Specific goals included identifying approaches for fabricating and validating imagedefined, 3-D-printed phantoms, as well as providing an initial evaluation and demonstration of their utility through HRIbased oximetry measurements. These preliminary measurements also provided insights into relevant light-tissue interactions and basic performance of HRI devices (e.g., penetration depth and oximetry accuracy).
Material and Methods
This study-an overview of which is shown in Fig. 1 -builds on prior work in which a clinical fundus image was segmented into a digital vessel network. 14 The current project involved identification of optimal 3-D printing parameters, printing of vascular network phantoms, and near-infrared HRI of Hb-filled phantoms. Imaging was performed to estimate temporally varying SO 2 distributions.
Phantom Design, Fabrication, and Preparation
In the aforementioned prior work, a human retinal vasculature image was captured by a commercial fundus camera (Fig. 1) . This image was segmented to generate a digital geometric model of a two-dimensional (2-D) vascular network with varying vessel size and density. The segmentation process involved image enhancement and thresholding-based conversion to a binary map using Adobe Photoshop ® software (Adobe Systems Inc., San Jose, California). In order to convert this 2-D planar model into a full 3-D representation and incorporate circular vessel cross sections, several 2-D maps were edited using a morphological image erosion technique, and stacked with 70-μm z-spacing to vary inplane vessel width, resulting in vertically discretized circular channel profiles. The final design was converted into the stereolithographic file format using MATLAB ® for 3-D printing. An SLA 3-D printer (Form 1þ, FormLab, Somerville, Massachusetts) was used to fabricate phantoms for this study. This printer consists of three major parts: an ultraviolet (UV) beam scanner, a resin tank, and a building stage. The UV beam scanner fabricates thin layers of cured photoreactive resin (based on the object's initial design in the x-y plane, parallel to the building stage) to form the entire 3-D shape of an object. Prior to printing, a gentle shaking of the resin container was performed to prevent particle settling. During the printing process, drops of resin are exposed to the focused UV light, resulting in crosslinking and formation of a solid, polymerized structure. After the formation of each layer, the building stage translates in the z direction within the resin tank. The 3-D printer provides a nominal feature size resolution of 300 μm and user-selectable layer thicknesses of 25, 50, or 100 μm. We found the 50-μm resolution setting to be optimal for this study. The printing speed is fixed based on the nominal selected layer resolution (50 μm in this case). Several stock materials incorporating different color pigments and turbidity levels were used (FormLab, Somerville, Massachusetts).
There are a number of fabrication challenges to printing phantoms with channels of submillimeter diameters and arbitrarily irregular orientation and shape. First of all, removing uncured resin from irregular channels is both essential and difficult to accomplish effectively. Phantoms were cleaned by repeated flushing of the channels with isopropanol solution. Second, the smallest size and depth of 3-D-printed vascular channels were limited by the 3-D printer capability. To evaluate this limit, we printed a phantom with seven cylindrical channels having nominal diameters and depths of 0.5 to 1.1 mm and 350 μm, respectively. Printing was repeated three times for different channel orientations with respect to the printing bed: parallel, perpendicular, and 45 deg. An x-ray microtomography, or μ-CT, system (SCANCO Medical μCT 100, Switzerland) was used to evaluate the quality of printed phantom morphology.
Ensuring that phantom optical properties are biologically relevant is a critical part of demonstrating tissue phantom suitability. Toward this end, we printed thin slabs (4.0 cm × 4.0 cm × 2.0 mm) and characterized their optical properties using spectrophotometry. Diffuse transmittance and reflectance were measured in the wavelength range of 400 to 1200 nm with a 5 nm interval using a dual-beam integrating sphere spectrophotometer (Lambda 1050, Perkin Elmer, Waltham, Massachusetts). The absorption coefficient, μ a , and reduced scattering coefficient, μ 0 s , were calculated at each wavelength from the measured transmittance and reflectance, using the inverse adding-doubling method. 23 To mimic the optical properties of blood, we utilized a commercially available human HbO 2 solution for calibrating COoximeters (Multi-4™ L2, Instrumentation Laboratory Co., Bedford, Massachusetts), which contains a total Hb concentration in the normal range of human blood (∼13.8 g∕dL). Yeast, an oxygen-consuming microorganism, can be added to this solution to induce dynamic desaturation, the conversion of HbO 2 to HHb. 24 Solutions of HbO 2 and HbO 2 þ 2% yeast were injected into the vascular channels of the phantoms for HRI measurement.
Hyperspectral Reflectance Imaging System
A diagram of our near-infrared HRI system, which was described briefly by Wang et al., 22 is shown in Fig. 2 . It uses a 100 W quartz tungsten-halogen fiber-optic light source (Oriel Instruments, Stratford, Connecticut) for illumination. The illumination light was delivered through a liquid light guide (Newport Corporation, Irvine, California) of 5 mm diameter, collimated and expanded to a beam diameter of 15 mm, and homogenized using a diffuser before applying to the sample. The reflected light from the sample was collected through a macrovideo zoom lens (18-108 mm focal length, f∕2.5, Edmund Optics, Barrington, New Jersey), collimated by a 5 mm lens, then filtered by a liquid crystal tunable filter (LCTF, CRI Varispec, Perkin Elmer, Waltham, Massachusetts), working in the range of 650 to 1000 nm, with bandwidths of 7 to 10 nm. Filtered light was detected by a Peltier-cooled, high-sensitivity, visible-near-infrared CCD camera (Pixis 1024, Princeton Instruments, Trenton, New Jersey). A LabView interface was used to control the LCTF and the camera (wavelength range, wavelength step size, and exposure time).
Imaging Procedure and Data Processing
Reflectance images of 1024 × 1024 pixels over a 4.5 cm × 4.5 cm field of view were taken sequentially in the wavelength range of 650 to 1000 nm at 10 nm intervals. For each experiment, reference images of a Spectralon ® standard of similar size to the phantom were taken using the same experimental settings as in phantom imaging. Data were then analyzed using custom routines written in MATLAB ® . The algorithm is briefly described as follows: (1) Raw reflectance images were normalized by reference standard images, wavelength by wavelength, to remove spectral signal variations due to system/equipment properties and to correct for illumination nonuniformity; (2) 2 × 2 binning was applied to the normalized images to reduce noise; (3) an absorbance spectrum, AðλÞ, was calculated for each pixel as 25 E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 1 ; 3 2 6 ; 3 3 6 AðλÞ ¼ μ 0 s ðλÞ RðλÞ ;
where μ 0 s is the reduced scattering coefficient of the phantom material, R is the normalized reflectance, and λ is the wavelength; and (4) based on the known extinction coefficient of each chromophore (ε x ), the relative concentration of each component ½x was then solved using a non-negative least squares (NNLS) algorithm 26 for each pixel of the image, E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 2 ; 3 2 6 ; 2 2 5
where resin denotes cured resin (phantom matrix) and Corr is a constant correction factor, L is pathlength, C is the known components extinction coefficient matrix, and X is the unknown fractional contribution matrix. SO 2 was calculated using the solved HbO 2 and HHb amounts, E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 3 ; 6 3 ; 4 9 4 SO 2 ¼
Hyperspectral Reflectance Imaging Measurements
The HRI system and 3-D-printed phantoms with Hb-filled channels were utilized for oximetry measurements. Three different experimental schemes were followed, as listed in Table 1 .
To evaluate the results of HRI oximetry, spectroscopic measurements (Lambda 1050, Perkin Elmer, Waltham, Massachusetts) were also performed on samples extracted from the same batch used to fill phantom channels (1.3 mm diameter, 350 μm to 3 mm depth with 5 mm separation between cylindrical channels). Desaturation over time was then calculated from spectrophotometry data, and results were correlated with the HRI-generated estimates. Three separate measurements showed a mean difference of 8% between corresponding timepoints, indicating moderately good agreement, with differences possibly due to the simplicity of our oximetry estimation algorithms, absorption by the matrix material, or variations in the yeast oxygen consumption rate.
Results and Discussion

Phantom Optical Properties
Different off-the-shelf photoreactive resins were analyzed through optical property measurements before selecting the optimal material, and no additional materials (chromophores and scatterers) were added. Results were compared with optical properties of biological tissues such as bovine retina, 27 gray brain matter, 28 and Caucasian skin 29 (Fig. 3) . The 3-D printer manufacturer's "white" resin was shown to provide biologically relevant scattering levels, and thus was selected for use in the remainder of the measurements in this study. The formulation of this resin, including pigment and additive concentrations, is proprietary and thus was not available to the authors. To further investigate the white resin's scattering properties, a clear photoreactive resin (FormLabs, Somerville, Massachusetts) was obtained, and different concentrations of titanium dioxide (TiO 2 ) particles (Sigma Aldrich, Saint Louis, Missouri) were added. Turbidity levels of the prepared samples were measured using spectrophotometry. The clear resin with 0.05% TiO 2 by weight showed a similar scattering distribution as that obtained from the white resin; the root mean square error (RMSE) between these two distributions was ∼0.02 mm −1 over the wavelength range of 650 to 1000 nm based on 5 nm intervals. White resin showed a lower absorption than biological tissues; however, Hb was added in phantom channels to provide a biologically relevant chromophore. Polymerized resin optical property stability was shown to be excellent over a period of eight months (Fig. 3 ). An RMSE of0.0015 mm −1 for μ a and 0.024 mm−1 for μ 0 s was observed between the first and last measurements in the wavelength range of 650 to 1000 nm at 5 nm intervals.
Phantom Morphology Validation
The results of our printing quality assessment in cylindrical channel phantoms are shown in Table 2 . Samples were printed in three orientations: horizontal, 45 deg, and vertical with respect to the printing bed. Horizontally oriented channels showed the poorest printing quality among these samples. 
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The printer failed to create patent channels when the specified diameter was less than 900 μm. The smallest patent channel achievable was measured at 500 μm in diameter, and an average size deviation of ∼60% from the designed values was observed. Vertically oriented channels were the highest quality, with the smallest patent channel having a diameter of ∼450 μm, and the average size deviation between the 3-D-printed channels and the designed parameters measured as ∼8%.
Two different phantoms incorporating image-based vascular structures were designed and fabricated. Geometry validation was performed using μ-CT imaging and advanced visualization software (3-D Slicer, Isomics Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts; Netfabb GmbH, Lupburg, Germany). A set of μ-CT images captured from a defective two-layer vascular phantom is shown in Table 3 shows validation results for both one-and two-layer phantoms. For the one-layer vascular network phantom, a minimum channel thickness (height) of 750 μm was achieved and channels were consistently formed deeper and with smaller size than designed. While simple cylindrical channels printed in an orientation perpendicular to the printing show a mean error of of 8% (Table 2 , cylindrical channel phantom), phantoms printed in arbitrary orientations have lower resolution due to layer thickness limitations. Even with these larger diameter channels, the two-layer phantom channels proved difficult to fill with Hb solution in a reasonable time frame and thus were increased in diameter slightly (830 to 920 μm; Table 3 ) to facilitate this process. The results illustrate the potential variability in samples fabricated with features approaching the printer resolution limit and indicate the necessity of using a nondestructive imaging method (e.g., μ-CT), to ensure 3-D-printed phantom quality.
Oximetry in One-layer Phantom
The one-layer vascular phantom was filled with a solution of HbO 2 and 2% yeast ( Table 1 , configuration 1). Photographs of this phantom 30 and 120 min after solution injection are shown in Fig. 6 . The change in apparent color of the Hb solution qualitatively suggests that desaturation has occurred. HRI measurements were performed for 30 time points over about 6 h (until oxygenation change of <0.5% was observed over 30 min) to monitor the process of desaturation. From each set of HRI spectral images, an absorbance map was calculated [Eq. (1)] and fractional contributions of the primary chromophores-HbO 2 , HHb, water, and cured resin-were solved using a spectral unmixing NNLS algorithm [Eq. (2)]. A set of images derived from HRI data captured 75 min after adding yeast to the HbO 2 solution is shown in Fig. 7 . Figure 8 shows calculated absorbance spectra as well as chromophore contribution fitting results for channel regions with high-and low-channel densities and a nonchannel region of the same phantom. The SO 2 map [ Fig. 7(d) ] is marked with three regions of interest (ROIs), representing (1) high-channel density, (2) low-channel density, and (3) nonchannel regions, which indicate the location of spectral data presented in Fig. 8 .
In locations where phantom channel density was greatest, higher HbO 2 , HHb, and total Hb concentrations tended to be measured within the channels. This is due to the interaction of diffuse photons with a larger fractional volume of Hb-filled channels; similar variations in estimated chromophore contribution are also seen in Figs. 8(b) and 8(c). The influence of channel density can be observed in the SO 2 map (Fig. 7) as well, though to a lesser extent. Higher SO 2 values tended to be measured in regions of greater vessel density-the maximum variation in SO 2 with vessel density was approximately 6%, 13%, and 17% at mean saturation levels of 65%, 40%, and 12%, respectively. This variation may indicate a minor spectral attenuation effect or a spectral unmixing error with Hb concentration. Alternately, some of this variation may be attributable to differences in yeast and dissolved oxygen content stemming from the injection process, which can take up to 15 min to completely fill all channels. Since the phantom was filled with an Hb solution from one batch, yeast concentration remains almost uniform within the phantom channels.
In spite of a lack of Hb in nonchannel locations, calculations indicated some residual Hb concentration in these regions, due to scattered light being absorbed in adjacent channel regions. The SO 2 distribution in Fig. 7(d) shows a saturation range of 50% to 65% in nonchannel regions due to the aforementioned scattering from adjacent channels combined with the fact that this is a ratiometric parameter where both components of the ratio are similarly low. A sharp drop-off in SO 2 is seen toward the edges of the phantom; this is essentially an unmixing artifact caused by crosstalk between the HHb and resin absorbance signatures. No HbO 2 absorption is seen in this region, yet HHb concentration is nonzero, which leads to a zero oxygenation value.
To further investigate light propagation in regions with different channel densities, a 3-D-printed phantom incorporating 14 parallel cylindrical channels with 1.3 mm diameters and varied regional densities (with edge-to-edge channel spacing of 0.2 to 2.5 mm) was designed and fabricated. HRI was performed on this phantom with Hb-yeast solution-filled channels. For ROIs in both channel and nonchannel locations, higher absorbance and chromophore content estimates were observed in areas where channel density was greater, similar to results in vascular phantoms. Also, SO 2 levels were calculated for ROIs with different channel densities and compared with spectrophotometry data. Comparing HRI measurements of ROIs with different channel densities showed a maximum SO 2 difference of ∼8% for a mean saturation level of 45%.
Oximetry in Two-Layer Phantom
Biological tissue contains blood vessels of varied saturation levels (e.g., arteries and veins) at a range of depths. Toward accurate representation of these characteristics, the vascular networks in the two-layer phantom were each filled with a different Hb solution (Table 1, configurations 2 and 3) . HRI was conducted on the phantom for each experimental configuration, and data were recorded for more than 30 time points over about 8 h.
Links to the transient SO 2 results for two-layer phantoms are provided in Fig. 9 , with the still images representing data acquired 4 h after filling phantom channels with the Hb solution. For the experimental configuration 2, both the top and bottom layers are fully oxygenated at the beginning of the experiment. Therefore, the SO 2 video starts with a fully saturated frame (SO 2 ¼ 99 AE 1%). The SO 2 level decays gradually due to the yeast oxygen consumption in the top layer channels (channel region final mean SO 2 ¼ 28 AE 12%). Inhomogeneities seen in the SO 2 frames are primarily correlated with channel morphology, with higher SO 2 values seen in regions where fewer superficial layer vessels are located. Similarly, for experimental configuration 3, the SO 2 video starts with an almost fully saturated frame (SO 2 ¼ 97 AE 1%) and continues toward desaturation more quickly in nonvessel areas (channel region final mean SO 2 ¼ 63 AE 6%). Since HRI is more sensitive to superficial channels, a higher equilibrium saturation level is observed at the final time point compared with configuration 2. Desaturation of Hb solution inside the deeper channels over time lowers perceived SO 2 values of the bulk phantom. Additionally, it is noteworthy that the highly saturated superficial vasculature is readily visible against the lower saturation background in Fig. 9 (b) (Video 2); however, in Fig. 9 (a) (Video 1), the desaturated superficial vasculature does not appear with high contrast against the highly oxygenated background. This phenomenon will require further elucidation in future studies.
Desaturation over time was calculated from a channel region in the HRI images for both one-and two-layer phantoms (Fig. 10) . Solutions in the variable layer started from near 100% saturation and constantly decreased until they reached a stable level, where almost all HbO 2 had apparently been converted to HHb. The equilibrium saturation level for configuration 1 was almost zero percent (SO 2 dropped from 90% to 0% over 6 h), while in the two-layer phantom, a significantly higher saturation was observed at the equilibrium state (∼30% and ∼65% for configurations 2 and 3, respectively), due to the presence of a constantly oxygenated vascular layer. Comparing the saturation levels of the configurations 2 and 3 shows that the system was roughly twice as sensitive to the saturation level of the top layer as to the bottom layer.
Spectral Variations in Penetration Depth
Due to the decrease in scattering with wavelength, variations in visualization of deeper channels were noted in two-layer phantom experiments. Normalized reflectance images at λ ¼ 650 nm and λ ¼ 1000 nm and a corresponding saturation map (experimental configuration 2, desaturated stable state) are shown in Fig. 11 (Video 3) , along with spectrally varying reflectance images over this range at 10 nm intervals. Reflectance images at longer wavelengths show improved visualization of channels. Arrows show the location of a second-layer channel filled with highly oxygenated Hb solution. This channel was not covered by the first layer vascular mesh; thus diffuse reflectance from this channel was less affected by the first vascular layer. Consequently, an inhomogeneity in the saturation map was seen after full desaturation of the first layer. This result illustrates the potential to use wavelength-specific or narrow-band imaging to complement and elucidate SO 2 measurements performed with HRI.
As a further investigation of depth selectivity and wavelength dependence in HRI, a phantom incorporating a tilted vascular array was designed and fabricated with 3-D printing. Channel depth varied from 0.5 to 2.8 mm in this phantom, as verified by μ-CT imaging. Channels of the phantom were filled with a Hb-yeast solution (Table 1 , configuration 4). HRI was conducted on the phantom and data were recorded for more than 3 h in order to study different SO 2 levels. Figure 12 shows results from these experiments, including representative reflectance images, a representative SO 2 map, and a graph of estimated SO 2 levels as a function of network region depth and time. A greater depth of penetration and better vessel visualization were found at longer wavelengths as illustrated in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b). Also, a significant deviation between the SO 2 levels of channels located at different depths was observed [ Fig. 12(c) ]. An underestimation of SO 2 levels for deeper areas was observed.
In order to provide a more idealized investigation of the effect of depth variation on HRI measurements, experiments were repeated in a 3-D-printed phantom with eight cylindrical channels with diameters of 1.3 mm at depths from 0.35 to 3.5 mm. A decrease in channel contrast and predicted chromophore content versus depth was observed due to limited light penetration. For instance, the estimated HbO 2 contribution of the 3-mm-deep channel were three and four times smaller than those for the shallowest channel at 99% and 60% Hb saturation levels, respectively. Consequently, a decrease of calculated SO 2 levels was also seen for deeper channels at different time points, similar to the results of the tilted vascular phantom. A maximum 14% deviation from the mean SO 2 value was observed among 10 measurements performed at Hb saturation levels between 99% and 0%. The variation in SO 2 with depth may be due, at least in part, to the defocusing effect of scattering for deeper channels, which reduces the intensity of the maximum pixels in the deeper channels compared with shallower ones. 
Conclusion
We have performed an initial evaluation of the feasibility of rapid prototyping for producing stable, biologically relevant vascular phantoms for biophotonics based on medical images. Factors including 3-D printer settings, printing materials, sample orientation, and phantom geometry must be considered and the printed samples validated (e.g., using μ-CT imaging) to ensure high-quality phantom fabrication. Overall, our results indicate that 3-D-printed phantoms have potential as standardized tools for assessing the performance of HRI-based and other optical diagnostic devices, as well as for generating insights into light-tissue interactions and device working mechanisms which may lead to improvements in clinical effectiveness. Future improvements in printing resolution and optical property customization will further improve the utility of this approach. T. Joshua Pfefer received a BS in mechanical engineering from Northwestern University, an MS in mechanical engineering and a PhD in biomedical engineering from the University of Texas at Austin, and was a research fellow at the Wellman Laboratories of Photomedicine. In 2000, he joined the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, where he is currently leader of the Optical Diagnostic Devices Laboratory. His group's research focuses on safety and effectiveness in emerging clinical biophotonic spectroscopy and imaging technologies.
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